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Shortened version during the pandemic

MInisterial Miscellaneous by Annie kopko
Relationships?....yes, this is the time of year we pay more attention to our quest to love unconditionally and to whether we think our close relationships are
going well or not so well and whether we might give more attention to how we could be doing better. First of all, let’s remember there is nothing to fix.
Everything is evolving in divine right order. And we truly have in consciousness everything we have ever needed to become who we were meant to be, that
angel of human and divine being. This knowingness is, of course, the carrot hanging over the donkey’s head as we travel our journeys of our lifetimes.
I don’t know about you, but I just “lose it” frequently. I feel as if I overreact way too often. A disagreement may not even last long. But because we live so much
in our ego consciousness, we think we are, need to be, and deserve to be in control of our own lives. Well, I think we are in control of how we respond to what
is going on. And we are responsible for creating the bigger picture of our lives. However, unless we truly go about understanding everything through the eyes
of our Spiritual self, we are just taking a shot in the dark, and whatever peace we find will not last.
We must consider all of our ideas, our intentions, and our decisions from our place of love, wholeness, and joy. My prayer for us is this: May we remember
who we are when we stop to take a deep breath several times each day, and breathe that love into the beautiful busy world around us, and bless it all.
Come to our Sunday Services on Zoom each week. Every Monday, Layla Ananda sends out an email with all the links for each of the groups and classes
that welcome our participation on Zoom.
Blessings to all for a great month,

Annie

Sunday Celebration Services for january 2021

Peggy’s column

AUTHOR BIO
Peggy River Singer is a Lightworker, animal communicator, medium, faerie ally, Reiki practitioner, and lifelong
writer. She combines her gifts to help create harmonious relationships among all who share the Earth. Connect
by phone at 734-548-0194; and by email at newbluecanoe@aol.com. Articles about her experiences and
insights are posted on her blog, angelsfairiesandlife.wordpress.com.

A CONVERSATION WITH OAK ISLAND, NOVA SCOTIA
By Peggy River Singer
Peggy: While I'm not a regular viewer of History Channel's "The Curse of Oak Island', I am interested in the historical aspects and artifacts. At the
same time, I feel uncomfortable with the amount of human damage the Island has experienced, especially in recent years. So, I thought I would
check in with the Island and ask for its point of view. Good morning, thank you for agreeing to be interviewed!
Island: It is indeed a great honor, though a curious one in my experience, to be asked to express myself in such a way that humans can readily
understand. This newness [novelty] is very pleasing. Where shall we begin?
Peggy: I've looked for information on your natural history; you were formed by glaciers a very long time ago.
Island: Yes, although of course in my way of looking at things, it almost seems like yesterday. Time is not as important to us as it is to humans.
Peggy: Of course. When did you first become aware of humans?
Island: I don't have a way to express that which would make sense in your terms. I do recall being surprised by their arrival, as a new species
unfamiliar to me.
Peggy: So you had not heard about them from other Stone Folk?
Island: Perhaps; but if so, the comment did not attract my attention at the time.
Peggy: Many humans are very interested in the search for historical artifacts and treasures at Oak Island that has been going on for so many of our
years.
Island: Oh, yes. Human fascination in such things is well known to us. In fact, it is a popular subject among Stone Folk who wish to learn about
Humankind.
Peggy: How do you personally feel about the explorations, the digging and all the rest, into your physical form?

Island: I observe with interest each new idea that is pursued, each new artifact that is brought into the light. Awareness of every footstep, every
shovel, every energetic output [such as from metal detectors] is one of my [perceptive abilities], just as I am aware of every component that makes
up my physical form. However, I do not "feel" pain or distress from these explorations. You might say I observe the human doings, as you might
observe birds building a nest.
Peggy: But, are you at all concerned about damage to your structure?
Island: It would be quite impossible for humans to do permanent damage to my Beingness, you see, since I and all Stone Folk exist in countless
different forms, expressions, frequencies and so forth that few humans suspect. So, even if the entire expanse of Myself above the water were to be
dug away, my energetic self would still be in place, for those who are able to perceive it.
Peggy: I'm glad you explained that, thank you! Are you able to distinguish individual humans among those who are digging for treasure?
Island: I'm sure I could do so, if I wished to.
Peggy: Do you communicate in any way with the artifacts and other items that have been buried over the years?
Island: I am of course perfectly aware of exactly where every
intrusive item lies, from tiny beads to massive wooden beams. Since these items are composed of Earthen materials, we all have awareness of each
other though not perhaps actual conversations.
Peggy: If someone who could communicate with you as I am doing, were to ask you to
assist the explorations, what do you think your answer would be?
Island: [imagine a BIG smile!] Certainly I would enjoy the connection and its newness,
and I would listen courteously. But I have no real interest in whether or not the humans
ever find this or
that which they desire. Even if my assistance were to shorten the amount of
current intrusion, I would decline. My observations of humans indicates that this
fascination will continue as long as there are humans to think about it. Let them dig, let
them ponder, let them dream; there will be no harm to me.
Peggy: Thank you for sharing with us, I know many of my people will be intrigued by
your comments.

Construction of A PRAYER – part 13 by Robert Hopkins

…

Board of Trustees
Marice Clark,
Vicki Davinich – Secretary,
Erik Nowakowski – Co-Chair
Donald Prevost-Hart,
Pat Root,
Mary Alice Truit – Co-Chair,
Tracy Worcester
Board meetings are held on Zoom the 3rd Sunday of each month from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. unless otherwise announced.
The meetings are open for all to attend and community input is greatly appreciated.. You may communicate with the board
by email at board@interfaithspirit.org .

Drumroll, please….
Anywhere, USA: An Adventure Away from Reality
Magic, myths, and monstrous creatures: what more could you want during these
troubling times? Take a break from real life and escape to Anywhere, USA, a town of
dark secrets, rural charm, and a history cloaked in mystery. Join along with Jules and
Elliot Paige as they dive headfirst and blindfolded into a world they never knew
existed, where fairytale creatures—both good and bad—roam the Earth (or at least
roam this one national park in Washington State). There, they will fight for their lives
and for the town they’ve come to call their home, not only discovering the great evil
that lurks beneath, but also a little something about themselves as well. Available on
Amazon. Suitable for ages 13+.

Type: Thomas A T Kaminski Anywhere, USA into the Amazon books search bar, free
delivery for prime members :-)

